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ABSTRACT
Many fully-adaptive algorithms have been proposed for k-ary ncubes over the past decade. The performance characteristics of
most of these algorithms have been analysed by means of software
simulation only. This paper proposes a simple yet reasonably
accurate analytical model to predict message latency in wormholerouted k-ary n-cubes with fully adaptive routing. This model
requires a running time of O(I) which is the fastest model yet
reported in the literature while maintaining reasonable accuracy.

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
Network topology defines the way nodes are interconnected. Most
current mu]ticomputers, e.g. iWarp [17], J-machine [15], Cray
T3D [12] and Cray T3E [4], employ k-ary n-cubes for low-latency
and high-bandwidth inter-processor communication. The k-ary ncube has an n-dimensional grid structure with k nodes in each
dimension such that every node is connected to its neighbouting
nodes in each dimension by direct channels_ The two most
popular instances of k-ary n-cubes are the hypercube (where k=:2)
and the torus (where n=2).
Wormhole switching (also known as "wormhole routing") have
widely been used by current multicomputers due to its low
buffeting requirements and, more importantly, it makes latency
almost independent of the message distance in the absence of
blocking. In this switching method, a message is divided into a
sequence of fixed-size units, called flits, each of a few bytes for
transmission and flow control. The header flit (containing muting
information) establishes the path through the network while the
remaining data flits follow it in a pipelined fashion.
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Most practical multicomputers have adopted deterministic routing
where messages with the same source and destination addresses
always take the same network path [11]. This form of routing has
been popular because it requires a simple deadlock-avoidance
algorithm, resu]ting in a simple muter implementation [11].
However, a message cannot use alternative paths to avoid
congested channels along its mute. Fully-adaptive muting has
often been suggested to overcome this limitation by enabling
messages to explore all available paths [I 1]. Several authors like
Duatu [10], L i n e t al [14], and Su and Shin [19] have proposed
fully-adaptive routing algorithms, that can achieve deadlockfreedom with a minimal requirement for hardware resources.
Analytical models are cost-effective and versatile tools for
evaluating system performance under different design alternatives.
Analytical models of deterministic muting in wormhole-routed kary n-cubes have been widely reported in the literature [1,2,3,5,9].
However, only two analytical models [16,18] of fully-adaptive
routing have been proposed for general k-ary n-cubes, to our best
knowledge. Ould-Khaoua [16] was the first developing a model
for high radix k-ary n-cubes. His model exhibits a good degree of
accuracy under light and moderate traffic loads. More recently an
accurate analytical model has been introduced in [18]. However,
this model is very complex and time consuming with a running
time of O(N=ff).
In this paper, we propose a simple analytical model (with a
running time of O(1)) for adaptive muting in wormhole k-ary ncubes. It is much simpler than the model presented in [18] while
the results of comparing these model reveals that the proposed
model here has still an acceptable accuracy. The simplicity of this
mode] makes it a practical evaluation tool that can be used to gain
insight into the performance behavior of fully-adaptive routing in
wormhole-routed k-ary n-cubes. As in previous similar studies
[16,18], the present analysis uses Duato's fully adaptive muting
•flgorithm [14]. This form of routing is widely accepted as one of
the most general fully-adaptive muting algorithm for wormholemuted networks, leading to an efficient router implementation.
The Cray T3E [4] and the reliable muter [8] are two examples of
recent practical systems that have adopted Duato's routing
algofithro.

2. P R E L I M I N A R I E S
The k-ary n-cube, where k is referred to as the radix and n as the
dimension, has N = F nodes, arranged in n dimensions, with k
nodes per dimension. Each node can be identified by an n-digit
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routing differs from store-and-forward in various aspects,
simulation experiments from previous studies have revealed
that it is still a reasonable approach to determine the arrival
process [I,3,5,9].
c)Message destinations are uniformly distributed across
network nodes.

radix k address (ab a2 ..... am). The z~h digit of the address vector,
a~, represents the node position in the /~h dimension. Nodes with
address (a I, az ..... am) and (bl,b 2 ..... bn) are connected if and only
if there exists i, 1 _< i < n , such that ai = ( b j + l ) rood k and aj = bj
for l _ < j _ < n ; i =~ j. Thus, each node is connected to two
neighbouring nodes in each dimension. Each node consists of a
processing element (PE) and muter. The PE contains a processor
and some local memory. The muter has n+l input and n+l output
channels. A node is connected to its neighbouring nodes through
n inputs and n output. The remaining channels are used by the PE
to inject/eject messages to/from the network respectively.
Messages generated by the PE are transferred to the muter
through the injection channel. Messages at the destination are
transferred to the local PE through the ejection channel. Each
physical channel is associated with some, say V, virtual channels.
A virtual channel has its own flit queue, but shares the bandwidth
of the physical channel with other virtual channels in a timemultiplexed fashion [6]. The router contains flit buffers for any
incoming virtual channel. An (n+l)V-way crossbar switch direct
message flits from any input virtual channel to any output virtual
channel. Such a switch can simultaneously connect multiple input
to multiple output virtual channels while there is no conflicts.
Deadlock-free fully-adaptive routing algorithms that require only
one extra virtual channel compared to deterministic muting have
been discussed in [10,14, 19]. For instance, Duato's algorithm
[10] divides the virtual channels into two classes a and b making
two virtual sub-networks. At each Deadlock-free fully-adaptive
muting algorithms that require only one extra virtual channel
compared to deterministic muting have been discussed in [10,14,
19]. For instance, Duato's algorithm [10] divides the virtual
channels into two classes a and b making two virtual subnetworks. At each muting step, a message visits adaptively any
available virtual channel from class a. If all the virtual channels
belonging to class a are busy it visits a virtual channel from class
b using deterministic muting. The virtual channels of class b
define a complete deadlock-free virtual sub-network, which acts
like a "'drain" for the virtual sub-network built from virtual
channels belonging to class a. The routing in the deadlock-free
virtual sub-network operates as described in [7]. In k-ary n-cubes
at least three virtual channels per physical channel are required to
ensure deadlock-freedom where the class a contains one virtual
channel and class /7 owns two virtual channels. When there are
more than three virtual channels network performance is
maximised when the extra virtual channels are added to adaptive
virtual channels in class a [10,11]. Thus, with V virtual channels
per physical channel the best performance is achieved when class
a and b contain (V-2) and 2 virtual channels respectively.

3. TH]~ A N A L Y T I C A L M O D E L
The model uses assumptions that are widely used in the literature
[1,2,3,5,6,9,16, 18].
a) Nodes generate traffic independently o f each other, and
which follows a Poisson process with a mean rate of A
messages per cycle.
b ) T h e arrival process at a given channel is approximated by an
independent Poisson process. This approximation has often
been invoked to determine the arrival process at channels in
store-and-forward networks [ 13]. Although wormhole

d) Message length is fixed and equal to M flits, each of which is
transmitted in one cycle from one router to the next.
e) The local queue at the injection channel in the source node
has infinite capacity. Moreover, messages are transferred to
the local PE as soon as they arrive at their destinations
through the ejection channel.
f) V virtual channels are used per physical channel. Class a
contains V-2 virtual channels, that are crossed adaptively. On
the other hand, class b contains two virtual channels that are
crossed deterministically. Let the virtual channels belonging
to class a and b be called the adaptive and deterministic
virtual channels respectively. When there is more than one
adaptive virtual channel available a message chooses one at
random. To simplify the model derivation no distinction is
made between the deterministic and adaptive virtual channels
when computing virtual channels occupancy probabilities
[16,18].

The model computes the mean message latency as follows. First,
the mean network latency, S, that is the time to cross the network
is determined. Then, the mean waiting time seen by a message in
the source node, W, is evaluated. Finally, to model the effects of
virtual channels multiplexing, the mean message latency is scaled
by a factor, V~s, representing the average degree of virtual
channels multiplexing that takes place at a given physical channel.
Therefore, the mean message latency can be written as
Latency = (S+ Ws)Va~8
The average number of hops that a message makes across one
dimension and across the network, kan and d, are given by [1]

~,a~=(k-1)/2

(2)

d=nk.~

(3)

Fully-adaptive routing allows a message to use any available
channel that brings it closer to its destination resulting in an
evenly distributed traffic rate on all network channels. A router in
the k-ary n-cube has n output channels and the PE generates, on
average, /t messages in a cycle. Since each message makes, on
average, d hops to cross the network the rate of messages received
by each channel, ~., can be written as [1]

A~- ~t/n

(4)

Let us follow a typical message which makes d hops to reach its
destination. The average network latency, S, seen by the message
crossing from the source to the destination node consists of two
parts: one is the delay due to the actual message transmission
time, and the other is due to the blocking time in the network.
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Therefore, S can be written as
S=M-~t-~a

distribution can be approximated as
(5)

¢y2 __ ( S - M ) 2

(13)

where M is the message length, and B is the average blocking
time seen by the message at each hop. The term B is given by

Hence, the mean waiting time becomes

B=f bl~kW~

Wr = ~cS2(1 + (S - M ) 2 / S 2)/(2(1 - ~ c S ) )

(6)

with Pb~k being the probability that a message is blocked at the
current channel and Wf is the mean waiting time to acquire a
channel in the event of blocking. Let us now calculate the
blocking probability P ~ k - A message is blocked at a given
channel when all the adaptive virtual channels of the remaining
dimensions to be visited and also the deterministic virtual
channels of the lowest dimension still to be visited are busy [10].
When a message has entirely crossed z dimensions it can select
any available (n-z)(V-2) adaptive virtual channels associated with
n-z remaining physical channels and one deterministic virtual
channel at the lowest dimension to make its next hop. Let Po be
the probability that all adaptive virtual channels of a physical
channel are busy and P,.c.a denote the probability that all adaptive
and deterministic virtual channels of a physical channel are busy.
The message has finished traversing a dimension with probability
llk~ s. If all the adaptive virtual channels of n-z-1 remaining
physical channels are busy (with probability (po),,-~-i) and all
adaptive and deterministic virtual channels at the lowest
dimension physical channel are busy (with probability Pa~). The
probability of blocking, Pwa:k, can therefore be written as

(14)

A message originating from a given source node sees a network
latency of S. Modelling the local queue in the source node as an
M/G/1 queue, with the mean arrival rate ,;1/V(as a message in the
source node can enter the network through any of the V virtual
channels) and service time S with an approximated variance (SM)2 yields the mean waiting time seen by a message at thesource
node as [13]
Ws = ~ 2(1 + (S - M ) 2 / $ 2 ) / ( 2 ( V -/L.~))

(15)

The probability, Pv, that v--O,l,...,V virtual channels are busy at a
physical channel, can be determined using a Markovian model.
State Kv, corresponds to v virtual channels being requested. The
transition rate out of state ~, to state ~,~.1 is the traffic rate
(given by Equation 4) while the rate out of state ~ to state ~r,,_1 is
I/S (S is given by Equation 5). The probability that v virtual
channels are busy, when v=0,1 ..... V-I, is the probability of being
in state ~,,, i.e. P,,=Pr(~ ). However, the probability that V virtual
channels are busy is the summation of the probabilities of being in
states ~v, V _< v < = , i.e. Pv = ~ = v Pr(frt )" The steady-state

P~o~,="~t(".Xl/k~.,)~Cl-tlk=,e~-'CP=)~-z-tPop.a
(7)
a=O

solution of the Markovian model yields the probability Pv to be

The probabilities Po and P°ea are given by [lg]

P~ = [ ( ~ . c s ) ' ,

v
ea =ev +2Pv-I/CvVI) "[" pV-2/(V-2)

=,,

/

V
(;_,)

f

~(I -A~S)(,,tcS) ~ ,

(s)
(9)

Va,s = z..,v=z~?v
vzp¢/Z v-tvP,

where
(11)

c~ = 0.~ / s 2

o2)

(17)

The above equations reveal that there are several interdependencies between the different variables of the model. For
instance, Equations 5 and 6 reveal that S is a function of Wc while
Equation 14 shows that Wr is a function of S. Given that closedform solutions to such inter-dependencies are very difficult to
detexmine the different variables of the model are computed using
iterative techniques for solving equations.

oo)

p = ,,]~S

(16)

W h e n multiple virtual channels are used per physical channel they
share the bandwidth in a time-multiplexed manner. The average
degree of multiplexing of virtual channels, that takes place at a
given physical channel, can be estimated by [6]

To determine the mean waiting time, We, to acquire a virtual
channel a physical channel is treated as an M/G/1 queue with a
mean waiting time of [ 13]

wc = ~(i + Cs)/[2(z- p)]

0 < v < V

v = v

In Fig.l, we have compared the proposed model to the accurate
model proposed in [18] for three different network, namely the
20-ary 2-ary, the 10-ary 3-cube and the 6-ary 4-cube with message
lengths M=32 ned 64 flits and V=3 and 5 vinual channels per
physical channel. As can be seen in the figure, the proposed
model here is matching the accurate model under light and
moderate traffic loads. However, it is slightly overestimating the
mean message latency which causes an earlier saturation in turn
compared to the accurate model proposed in [18]. Although the
model proposed is slightly less accurate than themodel in [18]

where A~ (given by Equation 4) is the n-affic rate on the channel, S
(given by Equation 5) is its service time, and 0 .2 is the variance
of the service time distribution. Since the minimum service time at
a channel is equal to the message length, M, following a
suggestion proposed in [9], the variance of the service time
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Fig. 1- A v e r a g e message l a t e n c y predicted by the s i m p l e m o d e l proposed here and the c o m p l e x m o d e l reported in [18]
versus offered trafl']c rate in a 4 0 0 - n o d e (20-ary 2-cube), a 1000-node (lO-ary 3-cube), and a 1 2 9 6 - n o d e (6-ary 4-cube)
n e t w o r k w i t h w~.~sage l e n g t h M---32 and 6 4 flits and n u m b e r o f virtual c h a n n e l V--3 and 5 per p h y s i c a l c h n n n d .
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under heavy traffic loads and near the network saturation region,
its simplicity makes it an attractive tool for studying performance
merits of k-ary n-cubes under different working conditions.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper has described a simple analytical model to compute the
mean message latency in wormhole-muted k-ary n-cubes with
Duato's fully-adaptive rooting algorithm. The model manages to
achieve a good degree of accuracy wile maintaining simplicity,
making it a practical evaluation tool that can be used to gain
insight into the performance behavior of fully-adaptive muting in
wormhole-routed k-ary n-cubes. Our next objective is to use this
model to compare performance merits of tori and hypercubes
under different implementation constraints.
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